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STRANO NEWS
It’s Thanksgiving Motherfuckers!
Well, it’s that time of year when you eat
a bunch of turkey and stuff. Or maybe
ham. Nah, fuck ham! Turkey forever,
bitches!
Thanksgiving around the Strano household
used to consist of eating pickles wrapped
in spoiled turkey deli meat. However, now
that we’re big time writers we don’t even
get that. Now we just kick back and talk
about how good spoiled turkey and pickles
used to be. Then we pretend we’re stuffed
and talk about how cool it would be to
have a TV so we could watch football.
I guess what we’re trying to say is that,
we’re broke motherfuckers! And, it’s all
your fault. Why not just buy our books and then write a review and then recommend
these instant classics to your friends, family, and clergy? I mean it is
Thanksgiving motherfuckers and we’d be thankful for you giving us some goddamn
money. After all, we spend every waking minute of the day thinking about how we
can better serve you, the readers, who apparently don’t even exist, since we
haven’t sold shit in a while. Does anyone even read these
We’d be thankful
newsletters? Probably not, but we’re going to keep on
writing them. You know why? Because we’re fuckin’ loyal
For you giving us
like that, unlike you bitches and bastards that just read
this free shit and then never buy our books. Now that
Some goddamn money
you’ve been shamed, go on Amazon and buy our shit or else
we’ll come to your house and beat you with a drumstick.
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Thanksgiving Safety by Dr. Squatsenfartz
Thanksgiving is knot my favorite thyme of year. As an Coroner, Eye can normally
except the site of horrific axe-a-dents, butt Thanksgiving produces an lot of
gruesome drumstick deaths. Eye’ve scene two many peoples stabbed with drumsticks,
chocked on drumsticks, and even a person dressed like a Chipmunk that had a
drumstick perforate his rectum. The oddest thing about that Chipmunk was win he
awoke after eye pulled the drumstick out of his ass. Eye never had that happen
before.
Due knot overeat. Its easy two due, butt you will half too bee strong. Eye
overeaten won thyme and almost died. Luckily Eye’m a doctor and knew how 2 break
up impacted stools. Probably didn’t help that I was taking excessive amounts of
narcotics at the thyme, butt it was a dark thyme for me, write after eye found
out that eye was dying from old age. Eye think some people call it a mid-life
crisis, butt it’s knot that, it’s the looking your mortality in the I. Butt, I
don’t want to get into psychology write now, go see you’re shrink four that.
Every year turkeys our assaulted in explicit ways. Do knot warm up you’re turkey
with the intent to penetrate it with you’re sexual organ. And definitely do knot
go down on a undercooked turkey. You may end up with Sal Manila. Italian bastard!
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Meet Ginger Murkin
Um, uh, whew…Ginger Murkin! She was
interviewed by me. I really enjoyed
interviewing her. I interviewed her real
good. She is so beautiful and sexy! And,
I interviewed her as hard as I could.
Here’s that interview:
Strano News: Hi?
Ginger: Ugh.
Strano News: SO sexy?
Ginger: I know, how do you think I feel?
I have to look at myself everyday, and I
have to deal with my body always being
around and always being super-sexy. It’s
hard to not break into self-pleasure
when I think about myself, or see myself
in the mirror, or when I adjust my bra, or see myself peeing.
Strano News: I got a boner?
Ginger: Yes! That much is clear.
Strano News: Fire crotch?
Ginger: Have you ever done this before? Do you ever interview people, like for
real? I interview people all the time, and I can share some much needed advice:
ask fully developed questions, you stupid fucking mouth-breather. But, yes the
carpet does match the drapes, but if you looked at it you would be blinded. No
one has ever survived the sight of my fire crotch.
Strano News: (Clears throat and fights back tears) So, what was your most
interesting interview?
Ginger: I would have to say the episode of the Morning Money Shot, when two
Furries, Wolf and Chipmunk, came on my show. The stupid Chipmunk kept standing up
and messing with his costume’s ass-flap and then the cunt that was wearing the
wolf costume took a swing at me and my producer tackled one of them. It was a
real shit-show. Luckily, I made it to safety and then choked my stylist with a
hair dryer cord to relieve my frustration.
Strano News: Is my boner back?
Ginger: Yes! And, if it comes close to me, I will choke you as if you’re an
unimportant Grip. And then revel at the sight of your spirit swimming in the air,
probably trying to use your aerial advantage to catch a glimpse of my cleavage.

At this point we had to end the interview so I could run to the bathroom and jerk
off. I didn’t make it to the bathroom and had to drive home with sticky leg.
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Have You Seen This Alien?
People around NASAL are beginning to question their
sanity as the corporate space agency is having a
ridiculous amount of trouble getting people to post
four simple words: Squeeze The Big Ends! It really
isn’t that hard and it could save an alien from being
sexually assaulted by ugly redneck women. Yet, NASAL
continues to fail. And, why? Probably because it is a
space agency for average learners. We should have
made our astrophysicists a lot smarter than average,
I guess. I mean Samantha Perkins is very smart but
everyone else seems to be a complete idiot. And so,
the half-assed attempts to save Maxie will continue.
At least until NASAL depletes their budget on white
lab coats, paper towels, boxes of toilet paper and
other nonsensical things.
#squeezethebigends tweets = 7.5
How many people saw these tweets =

🖕

Final Newsletter Nutshot
I thought I was in for a helluva good weekend
when I saw that the new season of Narcos was
released on Netflix. However, it wasn’t long
before I realized that the writers of Narcos
copied one of our author’s personalities. That’s
right, they have a pilot on that show that is
completely
like
ole
Skip
Johnson.
He’s
egotistical,
an
unsuccessful
lady’s
man,
narcissistic, arrogant, self-centered, and has
diarrhea of the mouth.
Now, I know what you may be thinking: Aren’t all
pilots that way. And yes, you are correct.
However, there are just too many similarities.
For instance, in How to Make Love Like a Pilot, Skip talks about how he flew for
Joaquin, and I don’t mean Joaquin Phoenix, I’m talking about the drug lord, and
guess what that pilot in Narcos had in his storage compartment. Let’s just say it
wasn’t a bunch of Corona and Chiclets. Anyway, here’s that part from Skip’s book:
But like mom says, “Everything happens for a reason.” And she was right too, because I
ended up landing a high paying job as a contract pilot for some guy in Mexico named
Joaquín.
Joaquín was a good boss, he promised to make me rich. He
bonuses, as long as I promised to not tell people that I
to L.A. on a regular basis. However, it didn’t last long
business partners were constantly in and out of jail for
Mexican legal system is so confusing.

was always giving me hefty
was flying sugar from Mexico
because Joaquín and his
misunderstandings. The
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CLASSY-ASS ADS
Is Your Dick Stuck To Your Leg?

Narcos Airlines

We have the remedy. Just come on down to Warehouse
World and ask one of our high-speed employees to
direct you toward the Sticky Leg Relief shelf.
Warehouse World’s Sticky Leg Relief will have your
dick flapping around as free as if you never nutted
in your pants. *May cause third degree burns on your penis.

Do you want to fly airplanes?

Who Wants to Get Laid Like a Pilot?
FIND OUT HOW IN SKIP JOHNSONS’ SELF-HELP BOOK.

Do you like to snort insane
amounts of cocaine?
Have you ever considered just how
much fun your life would be if you
could fly airplanes while snorting
cocaine and getting freaky with
gold-digging pilot groupies?
Want to go to the mile-high-club
everyday?
Then look no further than Narcos
Airlines!
We are always looking for barelyqualified pilots to fly drugs from
Mexico to the U.S.A.
Narcos Airlines offers some
tremendous employee benefits like:
Free cocaine, the opportunity to
play with guns, access to Sicario’s
who you can contract for murders,
and a 401k.
What are you waiting for?
Relocate to the beautiful Tijuana
and enjoy the 1,897 homicides that
occur annually. We promise to keep
your local news interesting and
with Narcos Airlines protection,
you may even survive your first
year.

Safety Message
Most accidents occurring
on Thanksgiving are a
result of the improper use
of turkey drumsticks. Have
fun this holiday season
and remember to keep those
drumsticks out of your
rectum.
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